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摘  要 
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Public figure’s relationship with mass media is various nowadays as the media 
has unprecedentedly developed along with the prosperity of new media. As the 
relationship is increasingly close, the public figures have been important news 
providers and objects to report for the mass media. On the other hand, friction and 
dispute between the two and public figures’ resistance toward public supervision 
occur from time to time. The study has given a comprehensive attention on the 
paradox and four kinds of methods: case study, document analysis, interview survey 
and text analysis, are applied to study the phenomena. Firstly, through domestic and 
international laws and regulations as well as relevant cases, the author defines and 
classifies current relationships between the public figures and mass media. Secondly, 
the writer analyzes the overall environment and the characterisitics of mass media 
with which the public figures are dealing. Thirdly, by comprehensively analyzes the 
different relationship types between the two sides, the author, in terms of specific case 
analysis, has raised strategic suggestions from a perspective of media relations 
business.  
The core part is divided into four chapters. The first chapter is about definitions 
of some concepts and author’s own opinion on public figures’ classification. The 
second chapter analyzes current situation of media relationship, accompanying studies 
about patterns and intensions of public figures’ relationship with mass media. Then 
followed in the third chapter deeply researched the classification of social public 
figures on details, i.e, unwilling public figures and the willing ones. The latter’s 
specific cases have been given special focus and have provided important supports for 
the author’s constructive suggestions. In the end, the author provides advices for the 
politic figures’ relationship with media after a definition of politic public figures and 
series of discussion about new features and development of their relationship. 
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人、开心网，但是每日必定织“围脖”，微博女王姚晨的粉丝用户则是于 1 月 28
日突破了 500 万。全国人大代表，新疆自治区党委书记张春贤发布了第一条微博，































































































































































Ive Schenkler 与 Tony Herrling 合著的《媒体关系指南》亦从业务角度（This 
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